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Boost Tour

So I've made many many allusions to various Boost libraries over the course of this quarter, and you all 
asked for a better explanation of what all Boost has to offer. So, I'm going to give a brief overview of 
some of the cooler Boost libraries, some that I've used, and some that I like in principle but that I've 
never really had to use before. The libraries I've chosen are in an arbitrary order, based on what I'd 
liked to talk about first, with some eye towards pedagogy. 

Check out http://www.boost.org/libs/ if you want to see the whole list.

Boost.Lambda

I've mentioned this library several times, and that's mostly because I'm just so incredibly impressed 
with it. The motivating example I usually give is:

template <class T>
struct cout_printer
{

void operator()(const T & t) const
{

std::cout << t << ' ';
}

};
std::for_each(vec.begin(),vec.end(),cout_printer);
// Never mind the std::copy version.

vs.
using namespace boost;
std::for_each(vec.begin(),vec.end(),

std::cout << _1 << ' ');

So there's motivation. Let's look at the details: (From their documentation)

“The Boost Lambda Library (BLL in the sequel) is a C++ template library, which implements form of 
lambda abstractions for C++. The term originates from functional programming and lambda calculus, 
where a lambda abstraction defines an unnamed function. The primary motivation for the BLL is to 
provide flexible and convenient means to define unnamed function objects for STL algorithms. The 
expression std::cout << _1 << ' ' defines a unary function object. The variable _1 is the 
parameter of this function, a placeholder for the actual argument. Within each iteration of for_each, 
the function is called with an element of a as the actual argument. This actual argument is substituted 
for the placeholder, and the “body” of the function is evaluated.”  

Another motivating example (from their documentation):

vector<int> v; 
//populate v

http://www.boost.org/libs/


vector<int*> pv(v.size());
transform(v.begin(),v.end(),pv.begin(),&_1);
// now pv has the address of each integer. Let's sort pv by the pointee's 
value:
sort(pv.begin(),pv.end(),*_1 < *_2);

Clever, no? A couple of points worth mentioning: Boost.Lambda is defined at least through ternary 
functions, and in general return types are automatically deduced. (OCaml's got just a little bit on this!) 

And of course, no lambda library would be complete without argument reordering and such, and so 
they have a bind mechanism for just this purpose:

X foo(A,B,C); A a; B b; C c;
bind(foo,_1,_2,c)(a,b); // Binary function object that takes two parameters, 
then evaluated
bind(foo,_2,b,_1)(c,a); 
bind(_1,a,b,c)(foo); 

For functors, it's not much more  complicated:

struct foo 
{
  typedef X result_type;
  X operator()(A, B, C) const; 
};

bind(foo(),a,b,c)();

Finally, here's a list of various control structures you might be interested in:

if_then(condition, then_part)
if_then_else(condition, then_part, else_part)
if_then_else_return(condition, then_part, else_part)
while_loop(condition, body)
while_loop(condition) // no body case
do_while_loop(condition, body)
do_while_loop(condition) // no body case 
for_loop(init, condition, increment, body)
for_loop(init, condition, increment) // no body case
switch_statement(condition,case_statement<label>(lambda expression) 

,...,default_statement(lambda expression))

I'll let you figure out how those work. For example, to print out odd numbers in a vector in BLL, you'd 
do:

for_each(v.begin(),v.end(), if_then( (_1 % 2 == 1), (cout << _1 << endl) ) );

If you don't like this syntax, then take a look at Boost.Spirit.Phoenix, which uses operator overloading 
even more liberally to write expressions like

for_each(c.begin(), c.end(),
        if_(arg1 % 2 == 1)
        [
            cout << arg1 << ' '



        ]
    );

Boost.Function

(This library is also now part of Technical Report 1, which means that the newest standard libraries 
will have this w/o your needing Boost.)

So, it's occasionally useful to store these lambda expressions for later use, rather than simply use them 
inline. You might want something like:

??? my_f = (_1 + _2);
my_f(1,2);

Unfortunately, as the question marks are meant to evoke, these types can be really really complicated, 
and for not a lot of benefit. Theoretically, we might be able to write 

auto my_f = (_1 + _2);
my_f(1,2);

in 2010 or so. But is also has other problems:

auto my_f = (_1 + _2);
my_f(1,2);
my_f = (_1++, _1 * _2);  // error! Even in 2010!

Luckily, Boost.Function is here to save the day:

function<int(int, int)> my_f = _1 + _2;
my_f(1,2);
my_f = (_1++, _1 * _2); // Woo!

Boost.Function uses allocations under the hood, which can be painful, but expressive power can trump 
these things. Also, an implementation (I dunno if Boost.Function does this, and this is almost entirely 
musing on my part) could use a fixed size allocator to handle the usual cases. (1 byte for function 
objects, 4 bytes for functions, 16 for member function pointers, etc.) 

Boost.Serialization

So let's shift gears for a few minutes to talk about serialization. One of Java's strengths is the automatic 
object introspection, which is really really useful for serialization. (Yeah yeah, I'm admitting it.) C++ 
doesn't have this feature built in, so we need to emulate it a bit. Enter Boost.Serialization, which 
requires remarkably little on your part: From the tutorial:

#include <fstream>

// include headers that implement a archive in simple text format
#include <boost/archive/text_oarchive.hpp>
#include <boost/archive/text_iarchive.hpp>

class gps_position
{



private:
    friend class boost::serialization::access;
    // When the class Archive corresponds to an output archive, the
    // & operator is defined similar to <<.  Likewise, when the class Archive
    // is a type of input archive the & operator is defined similar to >>.
    template<class Archive>
    void serialize(Archive & ar, const unsigned int version)
    {
        ar & degrees;
        ar & minutes;
        ar & seconds;
    }
    int degrees;
    int minutes;
    float seconds;
public:
    gps_position(){};
    gps_position(int d, int m, float s) :
        degrees(d), minutes(m), seconds(s)
    {}
};

int main() {
    // create and open a character archive for output
    std::ofstream ofs("filename");

    // create class instance
    const gps_position g(35, 59, 24.567f);

    // save data to archive
    {
        boost::archive::text_oarchive oa(ofs);
        // write class instance to archive
        oa << g;
        // archive and stream closed when destructors are called
    }

    // ... some time later restore the class instance to its orginal state
    gps_position newg;
    {
        // create and open an archive for input
        std::ifstream ifs("filename", std::ios::binary);
        boost::archive::text_iarchive ia(ifs);
        // read class state from archive
        ia >> newg;
        // archive and stream closed when destructors are called
    }
    return 0;
}

(End their stuff...) More complicatedly, let's suppose that you now are coding for multiplanetary 
exploration. So  you have

class mgps_pos : gps_position
{ 

friend class boost::serialization::access;
std::string planet_;
template<class Archive>



    void serialize(Archive & ar, const unsigned int version)
    {
        // serialize base class information
        ar & boost::serialization::base_object<gpos_position>(*this);
        ar & planet;
    }

};

Now, let's suppose that you decided to add something to your mgps_pos—like say whether or not this 
position is habitable somewhere. Unfortunately, we might have a huge database of planets without this 
information, and we can't read something that's not there. Hence, we have versioning:

class mgps_pos : gps_position
{ 

friend class boost::serialization::access;
std::string planet_;
bool habitable_pos;
template<class Archive>

    void serialize(Archive & ar, const unsigned int version)
    {
        // serialize base class information
        ar & boost::serialization::base_object<gpos_position>(*this);
        ar & planet;
        if( version > 0) ar & habitable_pos;
    }

};

BOOST_CLASS_VERSION(mgps_pos,1);

You can be more clever if you're using xml, but I won't go into that.

Boost.Spirit

Boost.Spirit is another one of those libraries with a huge “wow” factor. Essentially, it's an infinite 
lookahead recursive descent CFG parser written using C++ operator overloading. Yeah, that's kind of 
awesome. If you know EBNF grammars, you'll find some of this pretty familiar. Again, I'm mostly just 
stealing tutorials from websites.

So, Boost.Spirit has a number of parsers built in, one of them is real_p, which as you might expect 
reads a real number:

parse(str,real_p,space_p); // read a real number, space_p is for whitespace

Let's say we want to parse 2 real numbers:

parse(str,(real_p >> real_p),space_p);

Not bad. It wouldn't be a very good CFG parser if we couldn't do Kleene closures, so:

parse(str,(*real_p),space_p); 



As you can see, the Kleene star is on the wrong side, but that's just an unfortunate consequence of C++ 
operator rules. It's easy to read once you get used to it. Now let's say we want a comma delimited list of 
one or more reals:

parse(str,(real_p >> *(ch_p(',') >> real_p)),space_p); 

Let's be more useful though, with some semantic actions. A semantic action is a callback functor or 
function that we call every time a parser completes. So if p is a parser, and f is a functor, then p[f] 
means that whenever we read whatever p accepts, f is called with whatever type of thing p reads (a 
double in our case). So let's make it so that whenever we read a real, we put it in our vector: 

vector<double> v;
parse(str,

(real_p[push_back_a(v)] >> *(ch_p(',') >> real_p[push_back_a(v)])),
space_p); 

Spirit also defines overloads for unary +, the union of two parsers (|), intersection (&), difference (-), 
and even xor (^). Semantic actions are quite plentiful, and if they're not good enough for you, you can 
either write your own as function objects or use the Phoenix system, which as we said is like a BLL 
with even more operator overloading.

Boost.Fusion

(Candidate library, seems likely for acceptance though.)

This is on the bleeding edge of library development, so I thought I'd end with it. Boost Fusion is so-
named because it mixes MPL and STL into one really awesome library. It's designed around working 
with tuples, which are like fixed-size vectors of heterogeneous data. They're ridiculously powerful: 
CONS-lists from LISP and huge part of the ML type system are quite similar to tuples. They're pretty 
big in Python, I think, though I'm not a big Python user.  So, let's start with some example code, as 
usual stolen from the quick start guide.

vector<int, char, std::string> stuff(1, 'x', "howdy");
int i = at_c<0>(stuff);
char ch = at_c<1>(stuff);
std::string s = at_c<2>(stuff);

Let's have some more fun, by printing out a tuple as an XML-esque list, delimited by type names:

#include <boost/fusion/algorithm.hpp>

for_each(stuff,cout << constant(“<”) << bind(&type_info::name,ll_typeid(_1)) << “>” 
             << _1 

  << “</” << bind(&type_info::name,ll_typeid(_1)) << “>”);

(I used BLL there, because I love it so much. typeinfo makes it a little hairy, but oh well.)

That's neat and all, but we can do better. How much better? How about associative tuples better? That 
is, all the power of structs, with none of the fuss! In fact, we can even get a considerable amount of 
introspection:



namespace fields // we need a place to put dummy types
{

struct name;
struct age;

}

using namespace fields;
typedef map<

fusion::pair<name,string>
fusion::pair<age,int>
> person;

person david(make_pair<name>(“david”),make_pair<age>(20));

cout << at<name>(david) << “ loves fusion!” << endl;

Not immediately useful you say? Well, let's look at how we can implement (basic) serialization really 
really easily:

template <typename OutputStream, typename Stuff>
void save(OutputStream & os, Stuff const& stuff)
{
    for_each(stuff, os << constant(' ') << data.second);
}

Loading would be something like:

template <typename OutputStream, typename Stuff>
void load(OutputStream & os, Stuff const& stuff)
{
    for_each(stuff, os >> data.second);
}

It's a bit more complicated, since we need to do cleverer delimiting and things, but I think you get the 
idea.

Conclusion: What else is out there?

I really only covered the sexiest portions of Boost, and even then, I missed a lot. There's a networking 
library coming out Real Soon Now. There's a filesystem library, ECMA-compatible regular 
expressions, threading, and a unit test framework. There are bounded variant types and “any” types. 
There's a really powerful graph library, a basic linear algebra system and bindings to python. There's 
template metaprogramming and preprocessor programming, all kinds of things. Happy exploring.


